THE SCHNAUZER CLUB OF G.B.
CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 25.03.2017.
I would like to thank the SCGB for inviting me to judge BIS at the championship
show of the longest established Schnauzer club.
Sent forward representing their breeds in the challenge for BIS were:The Schnauzer, Ch Odivane Whizz Kid. Good for size and making a lovely compact
outline. Good mascuiline head with a lovely expression and a super flow of neck
through well placed shoulders, into a good, firm topline. Correct body depth and with
good bone and just the right amount of angulation. Presented in a good jacket, he
moved well. BIS.
The Giant, Firezone’s Special Delivery. A typey black b making a lovely balanced
outline. Good feminine head with a pleasing expression and was another with a
lovely flow of neck into a good topline. Pleasing forechest and bone, good body
depth and pleasing angulation. In good coat, she moved and showed well, being
particularly impressive in profile but lost out to the Schnauzer on maturity. RBIS.
The Miniature, Wellingley Which Way Now. A pretty headed puppy, showing well
and making a very impressive outline when standing. I would have preferred a little
more breadth of forechest and she needs to strengthen in movement, both fore and
aft.
In contention for BPIS were:The Schnauzer, Mihan Mesikammen At Miccosukees. As exciting a prospect that I
have seen in a long time in this breed. Superbly balanced in outline with a lovely
head and eye, good deep body with an excellent forechest and good bone. Correct
in topline and angulation, he was presented in the harshest of jackets of excellent
colour and moved soundly. BPIS.
The Giant, Foxwood’s Femma Fatal For Dulejoes. One that I liked just a few weeks
ago and I still liked her very much today. However she was not moving as well as I
had previously seen, today.
W. Which Way Now.
The Veterans comprised:The Schnauzer, Ch/NL Ch Khante A Star Is Born At Kaiterriteri, the Giant, Ferncliff
Furt ShCM and the Miniature, Ch Silversocks Say No More.
All three looked well and are a credit to their breed but the Miniature edged out the
other two in movement and showmanship. BVIS.
Barry Day
(Judge)

